
Installation Flow

Installation 01/Connecting the shower hose

Installation 04/Installation of carbon dioxide cylinders

Installation 03/Installing the main unit

Attach the shower hose to the ReVIERA3 main unit.

Mount the ReVIERA3 main on a flat surface near a wall

Install the carbon dioxide cylinder and connect it 
to the ReVIERA3 main unit.

Installation 02/Connecting the carbon dioxide tube
Attach the carbon dioxide tube to the ReVIERA3 main unit.

The following is the general flow of the work.
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The shower hose can be connected to either 

side of the main unit.

Please choose the appropriate connection 

direction according to the position of the 

faucet in your environment.

To use this product, connect the shower hose 

that is connected to your existing faucet to 

the ReVIERA³.

Then, connect the supplied shower hose to 

the shower hose connection on the other side 

of the unit.

Installation 01/Connecting the shower hose

●Direction of connection of shower hose.

●How to connect the shower hose.

Please check before connecting.

Remove the shower head 
and attach this fitting to the 
ReVIERA³ main unit.
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Installation 01/Connecting the shower hose
Connect your shower hose to the main unit.

Remove the shower head in order to connect 

the existing shower hose.

Turn the shower head as shown by the arrow 

on the left to remove it from the shower hose.

The removed shower head cannot be used for 

this product.Please keep it at home, as you 

will need it when you cancel this product.

●Remove your shower head.

●

▶In this page, we will proceed with 
    the work illustrated on the left.

3 Washers

(A Connection set)
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Connect the shower hose to the main unit

Put the washer in the hose fitting and 

connect it directly.

Turn the fitting by hand and tighten it firmly to 

make the connection.

※The number o f washer s requi red 

   depends on the t ype of shower hose 

   you have (0 to 3).

　After installation, test the water flow and if 

   water leaks, adjust the number of washers by 

   increasing the number of washers.



○If the supplied washer is difficult to fit into the hose fitting.

If the washer is on the inside, connect the 

shower hose directly.

Turn the fitting by hand and tighten it firmly to 

make the connection.

If the supplied washer is difficult to get into 

the hose fitting, the washer may already be 

attached to the hose fitting.

Installation 01/Connecting the shower hose
Connect the shower hose to the main unit.

A black ring-shaped 

washer may be attached 

to the blue circle.
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Attached shower hose

●Attach the supplied shower hose to the main unit.

Put one washer in the left figure hose fitting 

of the attached shower hose. Turn the hose 

fitting by hand and tighten it firmly to connect 

it to the main unit.

Installation 01/Connecting the shower hose
Connect the attached shower hose to the main unit.

▶  In this page, we will proceed with 
    the work illustrated on the left.

1washer

（A Connection set）

※The fittings of the attached shower hose are 

    different in shape at both ends. Connect the 

    shorter fitting shown on the left to the main 

    unit.
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Attached shower hose

Installation 01/Connecting the shower hose

▶ In this page, we will proceed with 
    the work illustrated on the left.

Connect the supplied shower head to the supplied shower hose.

●Attach the attached shower head to the attached 
   shower hose.

Included shower head

Connect the supplied shower hose fitting by 

turning it by hand and tightening it firmly. No 

washer is required.

※Connect the fitting on the other side of the 

    attached shower hose that was connected to 

    the main unit with P-16 to the shower head.
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Check the carbon dioxide tube before connecting it.

Carbon dioxide gas tubes can be plumbed from any direction to suit your 
environment, including the location of the main unit and carbon dioxide gas 
cylinder, and the layout of your bathroom, so that they can be installed out of the 
way.

Installation 02/ Connecting the carbon dioxide tube

●When piping the carbon dioxide gas tube to the
   right side toward the main unit.

●When piping the carbon dioxide gas tube to the 
   left side facing the main unit.

●Fix the carbon dioxide tube to the wall.

The carbon dioxide tube can be connected to 

the main unit and used as is.

After connecting the carbon dioxide gas tube 

to the main unit, pass the carbon dioxide gas 

tube through the carbon dioxide gas tube 

fixing groove on the back of the main unit, 

and pipe it to the left side.

Please refer to P-20 as well.

To prevent the carbon dioxide tube from 

getting caught on your body or bathroom 

equipment, secure the carbon dioxide tube to 

the wall with the suction cups provided.
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Hold the conversion plug part of the carbon 

dioxide tube with conversion plug and insert 

the tip of the conversion plug firmly into the 

carbon dioxide tube connection port of the 

main unit.

※When inserting the conversion plug into the 

   main unit, be sure to hold the conversion plug 

   (black plastic part) to prevent the carbon 

   dioxide tube from bending.

※When removing the conversion plug from the main 

   unit, be sure to hold the conversion plug so that the 

   carbon dioxide tube does not bend. Do not pull on the 

   carbon dioxide tube.

※If you try to forcibly pull out the conversion plug 

   without pressing the ring on the carbon dioxide tube 

   connection port, it will be damaged. Please be careful.

When disconnecting the carbon dioxide tube, remove 

the connected conversion plug as well.

While pressing down with your finger on the ring of the 

CO2 gas tube connection port on the main unit (the 

blue part in the left figure), pull out the conversion 

plug with your other hand.

●Connect the carbon dioxide tube to the main unit.

○To remove the carbon dioxide tube?

Installation 02/ Connecting the carbon dioxide tube

◀Carbon dioxide gas tube 16ft 4.85in

（Includes conversion plug,・spiral tube・and 5 suction cups）

▶In this page, we will proceed with 
    the work illustrated on the left.

Connect the carbon dioxide tube to the main unit.

Conversion Plug
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Insert the carbon dioxide tube into the 

carbon dioxide tube fixing groove on the back 

of the main unit.

Be sure to use the carbon dioxide tube with 

the spiral tube attached to prevent it from 

being bent.

If the carbon dioxide gas tube is bent, it will 

not be able to supply carbon dioxide gas to 

the ReVIERA3 and it will not be able to make 

carbonation.

●Insert the carbon dioxide tube into the carbon dioxide
   tube fixing groove on the back of the main unit.

Installation 02/ Connecting the carbon dioxide tube
To pipe the carbon dioxide tube to the left side of the main unit.

▶In this page, we will proceed with 
    the work illustrated on the left.

When piping the carbon dioxide gas tube to the

right side of the main unit, go to Please proceed to P-21.

○Be careful not to bend the carbon dioxide tube.

※ The figure shows the back of the unit.

Spiral tube

Carbon dioxide tube fixing groove

Carbon dioxide tube (blue part)



Installation 03/Installing the main unit
Please check before installing the unit.

・When installing ReVIERA³, be sure to move the unit so that it sits on the floor or shelf, and 
install it on the wall so that the bottom of the unit does not float and do not hang the unit from any 

height.

・If the wall surface of the bathroom in your environment corresponds to one of the following 
"Examples of environments where installation is not possible", the adhesive tape of the wall fixing 

part cannot adhere to the wall surface and ReVIERA³ cannot be installed.Please consult your dealer 

・Wall with uneven pattern

・Walls with a rough surface

・Mosaic Tile Wall

Examples of environments where installation is not possible

Please check when fixing to the wall.
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➀

➁

➂ ・Install the main unit near a water faucet.

・When installling the unit, be sure to place the 

unit on a stable surface such as the floor (left 

figure ➀) or on a shelf (left figure ➁).

・Do not fix the unit on a glass or mirrored 

   surface (left figure➂).

・Wipe the surface to be fixed clean of dirt, 

   etc., and do not install it in a wet condition.

Please check if the wall is connected to the floor by a large arc.

・If the wall and the floor are connected 
   by a large arc (left figure ➃), the back 
   of the ReVIERA3 may hit the arc and 
   the adhesive tape of the wall fixing part 
   may not be able to be attached to the wall.

・ In this case, use the "height adjustment 
   stand" (left figure➄ ) to install the main 
   unit.

・When removing the main unit for 
   cleaning and reinstalling the main unit, 
   reinstall the height adjustment base.

・When installing the unit, make sure that
   the legs of the main unit are placed in 
   the grooves of the height-adjustment 
   base (left figure➅). Refer to P-32 for a 
   guide to the installation position.

If the wall and floor are 

connected by a large arc.

Height Adjuster
➄

➃

wall

floor

〈Side view〉
Install the unit so that the legs 

of the main unit fit into the 

grooves of the height adjuster’s 

base.

The height adjuster base does 

not need to be glued.

➅
〈Front view〉
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Installation 03/Installing the main unit〈fixing the unit to the wall〉

Wall fixing parts

Wall fixing parts

When fixing the unit to the wall with suction cups, the process of 
"Installation 03 (P-22 to P-25)" is not necessary. Fix the unit to the 
wall with suction cups while placing it on the floor or a stand.

Combine the main unit with the wall fixing parts. (First time only)

●Combine the wall fixing part on the back of the 
   main unit with the wall fixing part.

Wall fixing
part

▶In this page, we will proceed with 
    the work illustrated on the left.

Looking at the product from the back, firmly 

press the suction cup on the main unit onto 

the wall fixing parts when the outline of the 

wall fixing parts carved into the back of the 

main unit (the blue line in the left figure) and 

the outline of the product are aligned.

Insert the wall fixing parts (blue part in the left 

figure) into the wall fixing part on the back of 

the main unit and combine them.

Slide the Wall fixing part from the upper side 

of the wall fixing parts and put it together as 

shown in the left figure.
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If you hold the upper side of the wall fixing cover 

near the corner It is easy to remove.

Installation 03/Installing the main unit〈fixing the unit to the wall〉

Cover for wall fixing

Hold the cover near the top of the side of the 

wall fixing cover and pull it out vertically.

○How do I remove the wall fixing cover?

Insert the wall fixing cover into the groove of 

the wall fixing parts (the blue part in the left 

figure).

Be sure to insert it all the way through.

●Attach the cover for wall fixing to the main unit.

▶ In this page, we will proceed with 
    the work illustrated on the left.

Combine the main unit with the wall fixing cover.

※Be careful not to pinch the carbon dioxide 

   tube when inserting the wall fixing cover.

※Align the main unit, the cover for wall 

   mounting, and the parts for wall mounting as 

   shown in the completed drawing at the upper 

   left of this page.

   If the position is not correct, go back to P-22 

   and start over from the combination of the 

   main unit and the wall fixing parts.
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Release paper

Remove the adhesive tape from the back of 

the wall fixing component in all four places.

Place the unit on the floor and slide it slowly 

toward the wall, keeping it in contact with the 

floor, and press the adhesive side against the 

wall to fix it in place.

※When fixing ReVIERA³ to the wall, install it so 

   that the bottom of ReVIERA³ touches the 

   floor.

※If the wall and floor are connected by a large 

   arc, use the height adjustment platform 

   provided. (P-21)

●Remove the release paper from the adhesive tape.

●Fix the unit to the wall near the bathroom faucet.

Installation 03/Installing the main unit〈fixing to the wall〉
Fix the unit to the wall. (First time only)

Wall fixing parts

▶In this page, we will proceed with 
    the work illustrated on the left.
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Top corner
of side

Installation 03/Installing the main unit

Hold the cover near the top of the side of 

the wall  fixing cover and pull  i t  out 

vertically.

※The body is omitted in the figure.

●Follow the steps below to remove the main unit and 
   wall fixing parts from the wall.

If you want to reapply the adhesive tape after it has been fixed once.

For steps 1 and 2, as well as how to use a spatula when removing the suction cup, please refer to "How to 

remove and install the main unit for cleaning" (P-31) as well.

１）

Insert your fingertips into the back of the 

unit from both sides, or use the supplied 

suction cup removal spatula (P-31) to 

remove the suction cups.

２） ※Since it is strongly fixed, it is difficult to peel off at first, 

but it will gradually come off.

※Adhesive tape that has been removed once may lose 

its adhesiveness and may not be able to be fixed 

again. Please use the spare adhesive tape included in 

the package.

※If old adhesive tape is left on the adhesive surface, 

use a commercially available sticker remover.

３）Remove the unit from the wall by lifting it 

vertically.

４） Insert your fingers into the bottom part of 

the wall fixing part from both sides, and 

lift it up slowly to remove it.



●Place the carbon dioxide cylinder
   in a place where it will not be 
   exposed to hot or cold water.

If there is a door between the device 
and the carbon dioxide cylinder【 】

Installation 04/Installation of carbon dioxide cylinders

If a ring catch or similar device is used in combination with the wall fixture and chain, it is 

convenient when changing carbon dioxide cylinders.

Please consult with a home improvement store about the best way to secure the product in your 

location to prevent it from tipping over.

Carbon Dioxide Cylinder

Reference Fixture Items

Ring Catch Wall fixing fixture

Fixed example

Chain

This page explains where to install the carbon dioxide cylinders.

◯For fixing "carbon dioxide cylinders", please consult
   with a DIY/Home Improvement store and use chains to 
   firmly fix them so that they do not fall over.

Example of fixed installation of

carbon dioxide cylinder
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Install carbon dioxide cylinders in a place where they will not be 

exposed to hot or cold water.

(Do not install them outdoors.)

Connect the carbon dioxide gas cylinder to the main unit by 

passing the carbon dioxide gas tube through "the open/close 

side (door end) of the bathroom door", "the door vent (louver)", 

or "the underside between the door and door frame".

CLOSE
OPEN

CLOSE
OPEN
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【IMPORTANT】
The installation method may vary depending on the manufacturer of the 
carbon dioxide cylinder, so please check with your carbon dioxide 
cylinder dealer before installation.

●Attaching the pressure regulator to the carbon dioxide
   cylinder.

Installation example

Attaching the pressure regulator to the carbon dioxide cylinder.

Installation 04/Installation of carbon dioxide cylinders

Installation tools

Pressure regulator

Carbon dioxide cylinder

▶In this page, we will proceed with 
    the work illustrated on the left.CLOSE

OPEN

Pressure regulator

white washer

vanilla/beige washer

1)Insert the white nylon washer into 

the hexagonal valve of the regulator.

2)Insert the white vanilla/beige washer into 

the hexagonal valve of the regulator.

2)Insert the mouth of the regulator to the

gas tanks valve and fasten it with your hands

※Gas washers and water washers are not interchangeable
DO NOT INSERT WATER WASHERS IN THE GAS REGULATOR



Connect the other end of the "carbon dioxide 

gas tube" connected to the main unit to the 

carbon dioxide  cylinder.

●Connect the carbon
   dioxide gas tube 
   to the carbon dioxide 
   cylinder.

○How to remove the 
   carbon dioxide gas tube?

Installation 04/Installation of carbon dioxide cylinders

▶In this page, we will proceed with 
    the work illustrated on the left.

Connect the carbon dioxide cylinder to the main unit.
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※If you try to pull it out forcibly without pressing 

   the black part, it will be damaged. 

   Please be careful.

Insert the carbon dioxide gas tube firmly into 

the carbon dioxide gas tube connection port of 

the pressure regulator (the blue part in the 

above figure).

CLOSE
OPEN
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While pressing the black part at the end of the 

carbon dioxide tube connection port (blue part 

in the above figure) with your finger, pull out 

the carbon dioxide tube with your other hand.


